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February 22, 1991
,3

OCAN029109
e

'

Mr. Robert Martin
V. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV-

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, 1X 76011

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50 313 and 50 368
License Nos, OPR-51 and NPF-6
Submittal of Updated Business Plan _ Pages

,

Dear Mr. Martin:

An. Updated copy of the complete ANO Business Plan was submitted on
October 8, 1990. This submittal included changes to the Business Plan
through July 1990. Another update to the Business Plan was submitted on
November 16, 1990. This submittal included changes through September 1990.'

Attachment l'is provided to document changes which occurred during-the
period from October through December 1990. Only those planning records 3

which have been revised are being distributed. As always, the revisions - '

have been highlighted by a_ vertical line in the right-hand margin.. Please
replace the pages_ currently in your copy of the Business Plan with the

_

enclosed pages.

Attachment 2:is- a -summary 'of completed Bus'Nss Plan-Items. LNote that as
of February l', 1991, 41 BusinessPlanProjects(i.e.,BusinessPlanpages)
have been completed. 39 were scheduled to have been completed.

4

Please note that the controlling document for the development and.

modification of the ANO Business Plan has been changed from Station
'

Admin.istrative Procedure 1000.125. " Business Planning" to Entergy-
Operations Management Manual (E0MM) Volume II Station 0irective A2.801,-
" Business Planning".
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Mr. Robert Martin- *

Tobruary 22, 1991
Page 2

Should you have any questions, please contact me at (501) 964-8601.

Very truly yours,

Ib
ames J. Fisicato

Manager, Licensing

JJF/DVD/mmg
Attachments
cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, DC 20555

Thomas W. Alexion
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-1
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| NRR Mall Stop 11-B-19
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Hs. Sheri Peterson
NRR Project Manager, Region IV/ANO-2
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRR Mail Stop 11-D-19
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

NRC Resident Inspector
Arkansas Nuclear One - ANO-1 & 2
Number 1, Nuclear Plant Road
Russellville, AR 72801
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Attachment to:
OCAN029109 Page 1

! l
1

ATTACHMENT 1

Instructions for Updating Business Plan
,

Replace the pages currently in your copy of the 1990-1994 Business Plan
Appendix with the following revised pages which reflect the approved
changes during the period from October through December 1990.

A-9 D4 D-26 I-4 '

A-10 D-10 D-27 I-5
A-12 D-12 D 29 I-7
B4 D 14 D-32 I-8
B-5 D 15 D-36 1-11
B-6 D-20 D-40 1-13
C-5 D-21 E-2 1-14
C-6 D-22 E-7 I-17
C-7-1 D-23 F-5 J-2
C-8 D-24 Il- 1 J-3
C-14 D-25 ll- 3 J-4

!

|

|
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; / 1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD'

. -

PROGRAM TITLE: A. Quality
PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Nuclear Quality

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 2. Improve Timel,iness of response / resolution to |
'Nucle. Quality Findines

DESCRIPTION: Although progress has been made in reducing the number of
open NQ findings, and the length of time findings have been open has been
reduced, continued improvement is needed.

OBJECTIVES: Continue to improve timeliness of response to Nuclear Quality )
Findings (excluding observations and recommendations) and time required to
resolve the concerns such that any finding which has been opon >6 months is
considered a timeliness concern and the tot,1 number open >6 months is 115
by year-end 1990, $10 by year-end 1991, and $$ by year-end 1992 and
thereafter.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

! ACTION DATI DATE

Complete
1) Begin Monthly reporting of overdue and 02/15/89 (02/20/90)

tiseliness concerns.
Complete

2) Start monthly meetings between NQ and 02/22/90 (03/06/90)
management having nyerdue and timeliness
concerns.

Complete
3) Address ova:due and timelinema concerns 02/20/90 (02/20/90)

in ench SRC full committee and SRC - QA
Subcommittee meeting.

Complete
4) Develop 1990 Nuclear Ops goal for ATR/STR/ nl/15/90 (03/06/90)

QCFRs open >6 months to be 115 by y*ar-end
1990 (,lan. 3, 1640 = 31), 510 by year-end
1991 and 55 by year end 1992 and thereafter.

-5) Include the goal developed-in .4 action plan 02/15/90 05/01/90
in the pla,: performanco indicators report.

6) Reduce the number of ATR's/SFR/QCFR's ope.n > 6
months to 5 15 by year end 1990. 02/01/90 12/31/90
a) Maintain the number of AFR's/STR/QCTR's 01/02/91 12/31/91

! open >6 months to s15 by year end 1991.

|O
,

1

A-9 12/31/90

. ._. . - . . . -
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

O PROJECT /ACT!YITY PLANNING RECORD

i

i PROGRAM TITLE: A. Quality / Materials Management

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Quality

General Manager Materials

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 3. Receipt Inspection Improvements

DESCRIPTION: Ensure a high probability of detection of nonconforming
materials and enhanc.e the_ capability to perform receipt inspections for
dedication of commercially procured items.

OBJECTIVE: Ensure a high degree of confidence that nonconforming
,

! materials are detected to prevent use at ANO.

ACTION :LAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION _DATE DATE

1) Determine / procure testing equipment to enable 06/15/90 01/31/90 |>

'

on-site testing and inspection of matarials
I and commercially procured items.,

; 2) Develop / implement receipt inspection training 06/15/90 04/30/90 |
which includes, but is not limited to, fraud
utent material detection.

3) Evaluate through manpower analysis the 06/15/90 12/31/90
resources required-to perform receipt
inspection activities onticipated as a result
of enhancements to receipt inspection capab
ilities described above.

4) Assess the frequency and breadth of vendor 03/15/90 07/01/90
surveillance in light of nuclear industry
and ANO experience.

O.

A-10 12/31/90

i

'
. _ - . - - - - . - , . -- .. . - . . - . - . . - . . , _ - . _..- . _ -...-.- _.,--_,..., - . . . - . . . _ . . , - . - . . - . , , - . . . - .



1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: A. Quality

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Nuclear Quality

PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5. Utilization of Craft Penr Inspectors

DESCRIPTION: Determine if craft peer inspection should be utilized to
.

supplement QC inspection resources to provide additional inspection of
non-construction-like maintenance activities at ANO.

--=

OBJECTIVES: Evaluate the feasibility and desirability nf utilizing craft
peer inspectors to tupplement regular QC inspection ma power to perform
non-construction-like inspections.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:

START COMPLETION

ACTION _DATE __ DATE

1) Determine those inspections which could best 04/15/90 C'/15/90
be performed by craft peer inspectors.

O 2) Determine training and resources required to 06/15/90 07/31/90
train / certify personnel.

3) From results of 1 and 2, make recommendation 07/15/90 09/15/90
regarding use of peer inspection.

4) If appropriate, develop an implea ntation 01/15/91 03/01/91 |
plan / schedule.

I

O

A 12 12/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJEC?/ ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: B. Assessment

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Technical Support and Assessment

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 4. Upgrade Use of Industry and In-House Event
Reviews

,

DESCRIPTION: Implement improved reviews of industry experience (SOERs,
SERs, 06MRs, IE Notices, Part 21 and other vendor noticas, SPIP), of
in-house events (HPES TRIP Reports, Condition Reports) and of equipment
failures at ANO (CTAR, NPRDS) through dedicated, experienced reviewers
who provide a prompt assessment of applicability, safety implications
and develop action plans to promptly resolve.

OBJECTIVES: Improve in-house capability to provide critical self-
assessments of performance and to take advantage of lessons learned by
others.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION DAIE DATEs

1) As STA's and their functions are trans- 02/01/90 03/31/91 |
ferred to other areas of the organization,
fill the resulting positions in Industry
Event Review with full-time people dedicated
to industry reviews.

2) Assign CFAR/NPRDS review to a full-time Complete
individual in the Assessment Group. (See B.3.3)

3) Reduce backlog of review items with regard 01/02/91 09/30/91 |
to industry events to 530 documents.

4) Establish an improved tracking system for Complete
action items from industry event reviews.
(DET 2.1.3.7)

5) Develop transition plan for transition of Complete
SP1P/TRP Program responsibility to plant
managers.

-

O
B-4 12/31/90

.. . - . . - - - - - . - - _ . . . -. -- - . - ---
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: B. Assessment

PR0p.aw ttAD: General Manager Technical Support and Assessment

PRIOx . Medium

PROJEclinof!VITY TITLEt 4. Upgrade Use of Industry and In-} louse Event
Reviews

,

_ _ _

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY: (Cont'd) START COMPLETION

ACTION .DATE DATE

6) Maintain llPES coordination function in Plant 01/01/89 Complete
Assessment.

7) Define the role and interface of industry 4/01/90 Complete |
experience with other organizations and
departments (level of screening, respcnsibility
operability / applicability, action
plan development and prioritization).

(DET 2.1.3.6, 2.1.3.7, and 2.1.5.8)

(SALP IV.G.3.b.41

)

-

O
B-5 12/31/90

..
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN j

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: B. Assessment

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Technical Support and Assessment
|

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5. Performance Monitoring (External / Internal
Trending)

,

j

DESCRIPT:0N: Establish within Plant Assessment the capability to assess
indicators of performance as well as conduct analysis of internal and

.

external trend reports.
,

'
|

|

,JECTIVES:" Establish self-assessment capabilities such that in-house
capabilities exist to analyze trends in the manner that NRC and INPO ;
analysis divisions employ in order that management remains constantly '

and fully appraised of the performance of ANO.

i ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACIl0E DATE DATE

1) Train individuals capable of performing 07/01/90 03/01/91
the in-depth analysis required to pull
related information together into
a root cause analysis.

2) Staff existing Plant Assessment positions 02/01/90 10/31/90
with experience to perform this task.

! 3) Begin to routinely obtain both the NRC 08/31/90 11/30/90 |
| and INPO performance indicators, analyze
| these indicators, and prepare a report

(with recommendations) for management to
focus on activities that will improve,

| performance.

(DET 2.1.1.10'and 2.1.3.3)

!

| O

B-6 10/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: C. Operations 6 Maintenance

PROGRAM LEADt Director Nuclear Operations

PRIORITY: High

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 4. Engineered Maintenance

DESCRIPTION: Provide technical resources, equipment failure analysis,
equipment and tools to establish and maintain various maintenanci
programs such as HOV maintenance, snubber inspections, relief valve
testing, rotating equipment maintenance, valve improvements, post-
maintenance testing, etc.

OBJECTIVES: Improve overall performance and reliability of pl. int equipment
through improved maintenance methods.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARYt START COMPLETION

A.C.TLQS ..DATE DATE

1) Define maintenance programs and 02/22/90 06/01/90
responsibilities.

x 2) Have programs fully implemented. 06/04/90 01/31/91 |
3) Improve communications. 02/22/90 12/31/90

(DET 2.1.3.7, 2.1.3.8, 2.1.3.3)

4) Root cause training for Maintenance 02/22/90 04/02/91
Engineer, who perform root cause analysis.
(DET 2.1.3.7. 2.1.3.8)

5) Develop a transition plan to provide 02/22/90 04/02/90
sufficient maintenance engineers to
allow unitir.ation.

(DET 2.1.1.7, 2.1.3.1, 2.1.3.3, 2.1.3.6, 2.1.3.7. 2.1.3.9 and 2.1.5.5)
(SALp IV.G.3.b.2)

O.

C-5 12/31/90
- -- - _ - - . . . - - -.
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: C. Operations 6 Maintenance

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations
PRIORITY: High

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5. Engineered Operations

DESCRIPTION: To provide implementation of a System Engineering program
at ANO consistent ..; *be guidance of INPO Good Practice, TS-413, and
applications at other slus, facilitating a constancy of focus on a i

system basis for all activities related to the system, and resulting
in a proactive and intrusive presence by engineering.

OBJECTIVES:
a. Improve overall plant performance.
b. Improve communication and coordination of efforts between

departments. (DET 2.1.5.5, 2.1.5.15, and SALP IV.G.3.b.2)
c. Create a foundation of technical experts for each system.

I(DET 2.1.2.3)
d. Provide consistency of resolution and documentation of system l

operational and performaice problems. (DET 2.1.2.3 and 2.1.4.6)
e. Instill a sense of ownerihip which includes intimate knowledge of,

systems.
'

f. Enhance job satisfaction *hrough increased responsibility.

accountability and plant Inowledge. (DET 2.1 5.4)

ACTION PLAN-SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

AC113 DATE DATE

1) Separate functions related to System 05/01/90 10/31/90
Engineering. Field Design Support and
Maintenance Support.

2) Establish an organization devoted and 03/01/90 09/30/90
accountable only for System Engineering.

3) Select a core group of System Engineers, 03/01/90 07/31/90
then recruit the remainder. (DET 2.1.3.1)

4) Establish training required for 03/01/90 08/31/90
System Engineers.

5) Establish interfaces for System 05/01/90 01/31/91 |
| Engineers.
| 6) Develop a transition plan to provide 03/01/90 08/17/90

sufficient engineers to allow System'

engineering to become unitized.

(DET 2.1.1.8)
7) Using information from items 1 and 5, 08/01/90 02/28/91 |,

| division of responsibilities between system

q engineers and primary interfacing groups.

| Q (DET 2.1.1. 7, 2.1.1. 8, 2.1. 2. 3, 2.1. 2. 7, 2.1. 3.1, 2.1. 3. 3, 2.1. 3. 7, 2.1. 4. 2,
2.1.4.6, 2.1.5.2, 2.1.5.5, 2.1.5.6, 2.1.5.7, 2.1.5.10, 2.1.5.12 and 2.1.5.15)
(SALp IV.A 3.b.2 and IV.G.3.b.2)

C-6 10/31/90
. _ . - _. . - - ..
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: C. Operations & Maintenance

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations
PR10 Rills See Action Plan

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.a Operations Technical Support - Unit 1

DESCRIPTION: Provide adequate technical support for unic operations.

OBJECTIVES: Provide operational resources to provide technical oversight
for training, schedule coordination, work load management, and provide
on-shift engineering support.

.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

'

ACTION .DATE DATE

1) Hi Complete college degree program in 1991 In Progress 07/31/91 |
2) lli Establish shift engineering. 03/01/90 03/30/91
3) Med Provide assistance to Operations Manager 03/01/90 03/30/90

O for monitoring equipment / hardware problems.
(DET 2.1.2.4)

4) Low Phase Out SAA function. 01/01/91 12/31/91
(DET 2.1.2.4)

1.

:

i

|

O

C-7-1 12/31/90
--. . - . _ ._- - -. . . - - - _ -
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

() PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: C. Operat ions 6 Maintenance PROGRAM LEAD:

Director Nuclear Operations PRIORITY: High

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 6. Work Closure
-.

DESCRIPTION: Establish those functions in the " Work Closure" section
of the organization to enhance the usage of' equipment history and related
f ailure trending information for the purpose of supporting and enhancing
a more effective maintenance program.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Enhance NPRDS usage, b. Establish an effective recurrent equipment

failure identification
program. c. Establish an effective work closure and monitoring

organization.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION _DAIE DATE

1) Provide NPRDS Data to appropriateO departments for review, analysis
and further action:
' Provide Quarterly CPAR Reports
(Interim Action). 01/15/90 01/15/91

* Procedure complete. 03/01/90 10/01/90
*First Quarterly NPRDS Pailure Report. 10/01/90 06/15/91 |

2) Establish SIMS Failure Analyals
Flagging Criterion:

* Provide Monthly Maintenance
History Report (Interim
Action). 01/30/90 10/15/90

* Procedures Complete. 03/01/90 07/01/90
*First Quarterly SIMS Component
Reliability Report. 07/01/90 04/15/91 l

3) Establish a Work 01nsure Group:
* Separate Work Closure Group
from Planning and Scheduling
Organization. 01/01/90 02/15/90

* Complete Staffing. 03/01/90 12/31/90
*First Annual Maintenance History
Summary. 10/01/90 01/15/92 |

* Complete SIMS Assessment and
Enhancements. 01/01/90 01/01/93 |
(DET 2.1.3.3, 2.1.3.6, 2.1.3.8 and 2.1.3.10)

O
<

C-8 10/31/90

_
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: C. Operations & Maintenance

PROGRAM LEADt Director Nuc1 car Operatsons

PRIORITY: Medjum

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 11.b Pr- aure Upgrade - Maintenance

DESCRIPTION: Improve both technical and human factors content of
maintenance procedures.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Complete the maintenance procedare upgrade effort.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTIO.N .DATE DATE

1) Commence the PWG upgrade on the remaining 02/01/90 02/11/91 |
275 maintenance procedures on 02/01/90 and
complete the effort.

2) Ensure conduct of maintenance procedure 01/02/90 Complete
provides appropriate steps ''r work
package verification. (DET 4.1.3.8)

(DET 2.1.3.8 and 2.1.3.9)
\

O
.

9

C-14 10/31/90
- -- - -_ -. . .-. . . __. .- - - ---



1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

O
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: See Action Plan

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 3. Relocation of Design Engineering to the
Site

DESCRIPTION: The ANO Design Engineering Department along with other LRGO
Nuclear Operations ersonnel will be relocated to the ANO site in 1990.e
A relocation plar w'.11 be established to support the objectives of the
relocation. Appro)riate facilities to support the relocated personnel
are being designed and constructed to house the individuals and quality
related engineering records and equipment. Relocation plans to allow for
the orderly movement of of fices f rom LR to the site will be developed.
ilumen Resources plans to provide relocation assistance are discussed in
section G-2.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Maintain level of engineer support to ANO during the relocation.
b. Maintain required progress on engineering programs including Business

Plan items.

O Maintain quality of engineering work products during relocationc.

period.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY: START COMPLETION

ACHQS _DAIE DATE

1) lli Develop Engineering office relocation 02/28/90 03/1S/90
plan and cemmunicate to individuals.
(DET 2.1.5.3)

2) lli Provide input to the design and provide 01/20/90 02/15/90
Project Engineer to construction of new
facilities. (DET 2.1.5.3)

3) 11 1 Evaluate impacts on plant support and 03/01/90 04/30/90
proport contingency plans to minimire
schedule impacts. (DET 2.1.5.3)

4) 11.1 Relocate office equipment, furnitui< 08/01/90 09/31/90
and quality records. (DET 2.1.5.3)

5) Low Perform assessment of effectiveness of 10/01/90 01/25/91 |
relocation. (DET 2.1.5.3)

(DET 2.1.5.3 and 2.1.5.5)

O

D-4 12/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORDm
! '\
C/

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITV. Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.e Engineering Improvement Program - Response
to Bulletins 79-02 and 79-14 Follow-Up
Inspection Report 50-313/89-200

DESCRIPTION: Several specific and generic concerns associated with AP6L
documentation and practices were identified in Inspection Report 50-313/
89-200. AP6L needs to perform requested analysis, develop and implement
requisite programs and procedures, and provide necessary technical
justifications for existing design practices.

OBJECTIVES:

a. To perform the requisite analysis, b. To document the necessary technical
justifications. c. To address all concerns identified in the NRC Inspection
Report.

ACTION PLAN SUMilARY:
START COMPLETION

,

b ACTION DATE DATE

1) Perform all requisite analysis and 01/01/90 08/01/91 |
design work.

2) Implement necessary changes to 01/01/90 11/15/91 |
programs and procedures.

3) Document technical justification 01/01/90 11/15/91 |
of methodologies.

4) Submit summary report to the NRC 05/01/91 11/15/91 |
and schedule a follow-up inspection.

..

f

I D-10 12/31/90
,

l
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

O
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications
PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: High

PROJECT /ACT1YlTY TITLE: 5.g Engineering Improvement Program Seismic
Qualification of Equipment in Response to
NRC Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46
as defined in Generic Letter 87-02 '

DESCRIPTION: Generic Letter 87 02 identified an NRC safety concern
that fundequate margins of safety may exist for essential equipment at
operating nuclear power plants to withstand a safe shutdown following an
earthquake. A nuclear industry group entled the Seismic Qualification
Utility Group (SQUG) was formed to demonstrate that past earthquake
experience data can be used to verify the seismic adequacy of equipment
at nuclear power plants and that a generic approach to the resolution of
this issue would be the most cost effective. The NRC has agreed with the
SQUG position and has endorsed the development of generic criteria and
guidelines to be used in the resolution of this issue.

'

OBJECTIVES: To evaluate the adequacy of selected equipment at ANO to *

withstand a safe shutdown earthquake.

O(_./
~

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

AC11M _.DATE DATE

1) Determine approach (project plan) 01/01/90 06/01/91 |
cons 1* tent with other Entergy system sites
and maintain present level of industry group
involvement.

2) Identification of essentini systems 03/01/91 03/01/92
and electrical circuits raquired to provide
safe shutdown.

3) Visual inspections of the identified 09/01/91 12/31/92
equipment by a team of engineers to verify
adequate equipment anchorage and check for
spatial interaction with surrounding
aquipment.

O
D-12 11/30/90

_ - .
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications
PROGRAM LEAD: General Mar;sger Engineering

PRIORITY: See Action Plan

i PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.1 Engineering Improvement Program -
Design Process improvements

., _

DESCRIPTION: 8tudy the modifications process at the three Entergy
sites (GGNS, Watetford, and ANO) and provide information in preparation
for Entergy consolidation.

_

OPJECTIVES:

a improve the Design Process by taking advantsge of good practic.a
used at other sitas,

b. Initiate communication between common managers at the Entergy site,
c. Aid in the consoliddtion study.
d. Improve modification request screening process to assure management

involvement in project selection and resource allocation,
c. Provide definitive scope and consistent c tegorization,

prioritization, authorization and trackin- of programs / projects to
allow moro focused management at tentJon.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACIl0N DAIE _ . ..lA7,I__

1) Low sort out langunge distinctions / commonality Complete
of the various system site processes.

2) Low Prioritize issues in order of resolution. Complete
3) Low identify distinctions in site methods / Complete

processes.
4) Med Revise modifications procedures to Complete

provide senior management screening of
requests. (DET 2.1.5.4)

5) Low Prepare a preliminary draf t report for Complete
review / comment by the three site manage-
ments. (DET 2.1.5.4)

6) Low Prepare the final report to the team Complete
leaders of the Plant Hodifications and
Construction study group.

7) Med Issue project / program control 03/05/90 01/10/91 |,

j specification guidelines, (DCT 2.1.5.15)
I '8) Med Establish project / plan document for each 06/20/90 02/28/91 |
; existing project / program. (DET 2.1.5.15)

(DET 2.1.5.4 and 3,1.5.15)'

_-
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1990 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

(] PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

C/
_

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.j Engineering Improvement Program -
Probabilistic Risk Assessment-

DESCRIPTION: In order to satisfy NRC Generic Letter 88-20, regarding
severe accident issues, AP&L in performing Probabilistic Risk Assessments
(PRA) for ANO-1 and ANO-2. The development of these models will provide
ANO a risk-based management tool to assess operation, maintenance, and
engineering activities.

.

OBJECTJVES:

a. To create PRA models suitable for addressing all regulatory issues
regarding severe accidents,

b. To integrate the PRA models into tr'itine work activities including
plant design, maintenance activities, licensing, human factors, etc.
in order to improve various aspects of these work processes,

c. Develop in house PRA expertise.

O ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION DATE DATE

1) Craplete IPE requirements as committed 01/01/90 12/31/91
to NPC.

-2) Implement plan for PRA application. 06/25/90 07/15/91
3) Tnstitute update / maintenance c .trols 06/25f90 10/01/91

to ensure PRAs are "living models".
4) Formalir.e use of PRA with existing 02/01/01 12/15/91 |

Engineering processes.

.

1O
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

(h
-V PROGRAM TITLE: D. Dnsign Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Er.gineerinC

PRIORITY: See Action Plan

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.n Engineering Improvement Program -
Inservice Inspection Improvement Program

. ._,

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY: (Continued)

START COMPLETION

ACIIRN .IAIE DATE

7) M .d Upgrade IST procedure. 05/01/90 12/31/90
8) Med ANO-1 performance data entry for 2nd 10/15/90 03/01/91

10 yent program.

9) Med Upgrade the hydrostatic and pressure 01/01/90 06/30/91 |
testing program.

10) Med Complete program improvements with 12/31/90 12/31/94
rnsolution of identified problo.r.s
over two refueling outages on each unit.

11) Med Upgrade ANO-1 ISI Program to 1986 02/01/91 12/31/91
code, if desirnd.

( DET 2.1. 4. 2 )'" '
D(v -. __

t

i
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD
p
'

) "

i / PROGRAM TITld D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: Ocneral Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5o Engineering Improvement Program - ANO
Welding Program Review / Upgrade

DESCRIPTION: The present Welding Program at ANO needs improvement in
program administration and technicel content. The welding program needs
to be revised to be more consistent with other System sites.

OBJECTIVES:

Revise the Welding Administrat ive Program to improve ef ficiency ofa.
maintenance and modifications activities,

b. Eliminate programmatic problem areas thrcugh optimiz.ng administra-
tivo controls and technical content and eliminating overlap / redundancy.
Enhance training progrcm for personnel sho perform and monitor weldingc.
progt: activities,

d. Assure administration process is compatible with other System
sites.

_

g ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:

Mc'
START COMPLFTTON ,

ACIIDS .DATE DAYt |

l ') Define methods and approaches of other 03/01/90 02/28/91 |System sites.
2) Review welding procedures and specifications 01/01/91 12/31/91for correct nes of code required essential

variables. Optimize parameters to existing
g supporting welding qualification and qualify
j addit ional new procedures as required to
j support a broader range of plant applications.

3) Review ovnrall program to ensure appro- 01/01/91 12/31/91
| priate administrative control and
\ consistency is maintained with other
'

System sitos and to assure technical adeq' y.

In addition, eliminate program deficiencies
through procedural enhancemert.

4) Provide training to welding and engineering 12/01/91 01/31/92personnel relative to the program.

__

,/'"-

%.o
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORDr%

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications
PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.p Engineering Improvement Program -
Fire Protection System Code Compliance
Verificatfor} Project

DESCRIPTION: To assure that required Fire Protection and Detection
Systems are installed in compliance with applicable design standards as
committed to in NRC/s.iO correspondence.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Verify physical configuration of NRC required Fire Protection Systems.
b. Perform evaluation of those designs that deviate from design _ standards.
c. Correct deficiencies which are considered inadequate.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

MIIDE DATE DATE

O 1) Evaluate program content of other System 01/01/92 01/15/92 |
sites.

2) Assess NRC/ANO correspondence to 01/15/92 05/01/92 |
determine applicable design standards.

3) Validate installed system designs 07/01/92 12/31/93 |
to ensure compliance.

4) Perform engincaring evaluations of 07/01/92 12/31/93 |
deficient system designs or correct
deficiencies.

,

1

v
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

' ' '
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PRO.fECT/ ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.q Engineering Improvement Program - Upgrade
of Secondary Pipe KM11 Thinning Program

DESCRIPTION: Complete the computer "modeling" of both ANO units on the
EPRI CHEC and CHECMATE codes and formalize the entire Secondary Pipe Wall
Thinning Program in a controlling program document.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Complete the CHEC and CHECMATE m>deling process for ANC ' and 2.
b. Conno11date tha entire pipe wall thinning program into one controlling

document to ensure consistency of application.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

AQ11DN DATr. DATE

1) Define all technical data necessary for 01/02/9n 06/01/90
j] the CHEC and CHECMATE "modeling" process.
( j Information such as operating history,

flow parameters, temperature, pressure,
steam quality, etc.

2) Use gathered data to complete the 03/12/90 09/01/90
" mode ling" process .

3) Develop and issue a controlling program 04/01/90 06/30/91 |
document that contains the basis for
the program content and all necessary
information about how the pro 6 ram works.

\

r
u
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORDOv
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications
PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.r Engineering Imprevement Program -
Upgrado Appendix J CLRT Program

DESCRIPTION: Complete necessary actions to upgrade the ANO Appendix J
Containment Leak Rate Testing Program. Areas needing improvement include:
procedures, testing equipment, design / licensing basis documentation.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Provide an updated controlling program document for each ANO unit.
b. Purchase / fabricate up-to-date testing equipment,
c. Upgrade CLRT procedures.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION .j)ATI DATE

g 1) Review other System sites' programs 04/09/90 09/30/90
; for input to ANO program.
b 2) Complete and close open action items 02/28/90 04/30/91 |

from the Containment Review Group project.
3) Upgrade testing equipment. 03/30/90 10/01/90
4) Revise test procedures, based on 06/30/90 02/20/91

plant modes, test equipment changes, and
input from other System sites.

5) Develop and issue a program document 09/30/90 04/30/91
for each unit of ANO.

D-24 12/31/90
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1990 '1994' BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

- tO
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineerinc

PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.s Engineering Improvement Pt-gram -
Program for the Removal of Fire Protection
Requirements from Technical Specifications-

DESCRIPTION: Incorporate the NRC approved Fire Protection Program
within the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Safety Analysis Reports and. implement the ;

new fire protection Standard License Condition as delineated in Generic
'

'
Letter 83-12.

-

OBJECTIVES:

a. Institute-the Standard License Condition for a Fire Protection
Program.

'b. Remove requirements fer fire protection systems frca Technical -i
Specifications.-

c. . Remove fire brigade i.caffing requirements from Technical Specifications.
d. Establish administrative controls which are consistent with other System ;

Sites' programs for program maintenance.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACHQB DATE DATE

1) Strenmli_ne the Fire Protection' Program. 01/01/91 09/30/91 |
Manual to include only NRC related-items.

2) Incornorate all operational conditions, 08/01/91 '12/16/91 |.
remedial actions, and test requirements
presently included in Technical Specifica-
tions within-the Fire Protection Program
Manual.

3) ~ Develop and implement administrative. controls 01/01/92 12/16/91 |-

to ensure that requiremei.ts associated with
the Fire Protection-Programs are maintained.

'; 4)- Include the fire protection Standard 03/01/92- 12/16/_91 :|.
License Condition in er.c.h | unit's Operating
License and incorporate the Fire Protectinn
: Program- requirements into the- FSAR.

!

O
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING REr0RD
O
V

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications
PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITIJ* 5t Engineering Improvement Program - Upgrade
Ventilation / Filtration Testing Program

DESCRIPTION: "crform a complete assessment and update of the
Ventilation / Filtration Testing Program. New ANSI /ASME codes have been
issued that require ANO review and possible procedure revisions for testing.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Assess physical condition of ANO air filtration units, associated
ductwork, and instrumentation,

b. Ensure that the ANO program meets the requirements of newly released
ANSI /ASME codes for filter testing.

_

ACTION Pt.4: .,0MMARY:"

START COMPLETION

ACIIDS .DATE DATE

(~'} 1) Review System sites programs and 05/01/90 09/01/90
s/ testing criteria.s

2) Walkdown and inspect selected ANO air 07/15/90 08/01/90
11tration units, associated ductwork,
and instrumentation.

3) Initiate any necessary maintenance 08/01/90 10/31/90
and/or. modifications t o housings ,

doors, filter frames, dampers,
ductwork, instrumentation, etc.

4) Review ANO testing orocedures with 08/15/90 09/01/90
respect to compliance with newly

released ANSI /ASME N509 and N510 standards.
5) Revise testing procedures, as necessary. 09/01/90 10/10/90-
6) Develop and issue a program document 10/01/90 01/31/91 |

that contains the basis for the program
content and all necessary information
about how the program works.

O
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

. O.
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.u Engineering Improvement Program -
ASME Section XI Repair / Replacement Program

DESCRIPTION: With the upgrade of ANO 2 to the 1986 Edition of ASME
Section XI on March 26, 1990, the repair / replacement activities for both
ANO-1 and ANO-2 will be in accordance with the 1986 Code. Revise the ASME
Section XI repair and replacement program to rddress weaknesses in the
administrative process.

OBJECTIVES:

a. To upgrade repair / replacement program to better define the
responsibilities and process for maintaining ASME Code compliance,

b. Consolidate the procedures.
Develop a method for incorporating Section XI requirements into jobc.

orders during the planning stages,
d. Upgrade of ANO-1 for the third to year interval.
e. Ensure consistent approach with other System sites.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION DAII DitII._

1) Obtain information from other sites. 02/01/90 06/01/90
2) Develop program document. 03/20/90 01/31/91 |
3) Develop procedure revisions. 01/01/91 12/31/91
4) Develop Job order planning method. 02/15/90 08/15/90
5) Assess the program and develop 01/01/92 12/31/92

program upgrades.
6) Upgrade the ANO-1 Reports to required 01/01/94 12/19/94

Code for 3rd 10 years.

O
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

TROGRAM LEAD: General Menager Engineering

PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.w Engineering Impt.vement Program -
Steam Generator Eddy Current Program

DESCRIPTION: The EPRI Steam Generator NDE Guidelines provide recommen-
dations for improvements to utilit!es ECT programs. These includ
expanding the random sample from 3 percent to 20 percent and ado ng an
extensive analyst guideline and testing program. These recommendations
were made in anticipation of future NRC changes to Reg. Guide 1.83.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Expand the random sample inspection to identify potential damage
mechanisms,

b. Develop a program for SCT analysis to ensure a consistent application of
t e ch.' ''y and lioer ret . ion c' <.lant specific damage mechanisms.

_ . ,_ -

ACTION PLAN ''.Uli".ARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION _DAIL DATE

1) Expa# the random sample to 20 10/01/90 08/31/92 |
percent.

2) Develop guidelines for analysis. 06/01/90 10/01/91
3) Develop expansion guidelines for 02/01/90 10/01/91

the 20 percent random program.
4) Implement ECT analysts test program. 01/01/91 08/31/92 |

a

O
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19901- 1994 BUSINESS PLAN. j

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PL' INNING RECORD

O
PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Haneger-Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 5.z Engineersng Improvement Program -
'

Inservice Ta=Hng (IST) Program

DESCRIPTION: The IST Program- for ANO-2 is tipgraded to the 1986 edition
of ASME Section XI.' The ANO-1 IST Program is to'be reviewed for possibly-
upgrading to the 1986 Code for consistency between the units. Bases
documents which explain why components are included or not included in
the'IST Program are needed. (DET 2.1.4.1)

OBJECTIVES:

a. . To identify the components to be included in the IST Programs..
b. To identify the required t6sts for each component,
c.- To determine necessary relief requests,
d. To develop a program document and administrative procedure.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

-ACTION DATE PATE

1)- Revicw o'theriSystem sites' programs for 03/01/90 06/01/90
input to ANO_ program.

. -2) 1986 Code upgrade submittal ( ANO-2), 10/01/89 01/17/90
''

:(DET 2.1.4,7)-
3) procedure revisions (ANO 1 and 2),- 10/01/89 03/26/90 1

-4) Completion of the ANO-2 bases document. 01/15/90 06/30/90
5) Completion.of the ANO-1 bases document. 03/01/90 '09/30/90

t6) - Revjew the _ ANO-2 -1986 Corte upgrade 06/30/90 09/30/90
against the bases document and revise-as

;

| .

Complete Lreview of ANO-1 against the. 04/15/90 12/31/90
necessary.

7)'
bases document and ' determination of ANO-1

,_ ~ upgrade to 1986 Code,
j; NOTE: ANO-l'IST Program.will require
!' Upgrading'to the latest NRC approved

Code:in 1994. (DET-2.1.4.7)
8) -Complete IST_ Program document and admin- 04/15/90 12/31/90

istrative procedure.-(DET 2.1.4.7)

9) ImplementjISI/IST computer data base- 04/01/90 03/01/91
-management system and procedures.
(DET 2.1.4il)

- 10 )- Provide, criteria for settirig max stroke 10/01/89 03/26/90
times - per GL89-04. (DET - 2.1.4.5)

*

11) Establish design minimum pump._ performance

() " ' ' ' " ' ' ^ " ~ ' " " < '' ' ' ' 2) ''''' '' ''' '
(DET.2.1.4.1,-2.1.4.-2, 2.1.4.3, 2.1.4.5 and 2.1.4.7)

D-32 11/30/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

{c PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD
.

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modification

PROGRAM LEAD: General Menager Engineering

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 6.d Engineering Improvement Program -
Structu.81 Design Program (SDP)

DESCRIPTION: The piping and pipe support design input assumpt.ans of
ANO 1 and 2 are not fully documented. Consequently, it is difficult to
verify design inputs or analysis practices and reconcile original practice
to update techniques.

OBJECTIVES: Tha objective of the SDP is to establish a formal engineering
process which provides the basis, and direction to be used in the design and
qualification of piping systems for ANO.

The SDP will provide ANO a tool to address, develop and document a position for
engineering issues applicable to the design, qualification, installation,
fabrication, verification, documentation, procurement , and inspection of piping
systems. Additionally, the SDP shall provide means to assess emerging issues
which may arise due to changing industry practicos or approaches.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION DATE DATE

1) Identify and prioritize topics for which 01/01/90 12/31/94
position papers / guidelines are required.
(DET 2.1.5.11)

2) Select topics to be written. 01/01/90 12/31/94
(DET 2.1.5.11)

3) Review / Approve each position paper 01/01/90 12/31/94
and/or guidelines. (DET 2.1.5.11)

4) Establish a program plan which provides 01/01/90 06/01/90
a mechanism for addressing technical
positions and issues. (DET 2.1.5.11)

5) Review systemwide structural analysis 01/01/90 03/01/91 |
programs for inclusion into the SDP.

(DET 2.1.5.11 and 2.1.5.12)

,
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PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD
[,. t
%)

PROGRAM TITLE: D. Design Engineering and Modifications

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Engineering

PRIORITY: See Action Plan

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 9. Engineering Department Communication Plan

DESCRIPTION: Communications within Engineering and between Engineering
and other departments have been cited as a weakness. This weakness has
been seen not only as a loss in sharing of management philosophy, but has
also contributed to unresolved tochtIcal issues.

OBJECTIVLS:

a. Improve communication between Engineering and other departments,
b. Improve communication within the Engineering sections,
c. Improve communication between Engineering management and staff.
d. Establish Engineering (Ref. K-3) plan in accordance with overall

communication plan.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

/''} ACTION _EATE
(s/ _ DATE

1) Med Schedule and attend periodic meetings 01/01/90 04/01/91 |
with other departments. (DET 2.1.3.7,

2.1.5.5)
2) Hi Develop a Communications Plan for unique 01/01/90 08/17/90

engineering issues (including elements of
the Business Plan and use of Design
Engineering directives to communicate
management expectations). (DET 2.1.5.5)

3) Med Implement the plan. (DET 2.1.5.5) 08/01/90 02/01/91
4) Med Perform independent assessment of the 11/30/90 03/01/91

ef fectiveness of communications.

(DET 2.1.3.7, 2.1.5.5, 2.1.5.7 and 2.1.5.10)

(SALP 1V.A.3.b.2 and IV.G.3.b.2)

|

l

|

|

|D
U
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I~'T PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORDV
PROGRAM TITLE: E. Materials Management

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager, Materials

TeIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 2. Organization and Staffing
I

DESCRIPTION: Create and staff an ef ficient and effective Materials
Management organization to support plant operation, maintenance, and outages.
Staff and manage the Materials Control Project to effectively implement
defined materials program upgrades.

I

OBJECTIVES :

a. Define and establish the optimum materials management structure
for ANO.

b. Implement the transition from contractor staff utilization to AP&L
staf f such that no interruption in- plant suppo- exists.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

( ACTION .DATE DATE
,

Complete
1) Develop revised Mat er: als Management 01/01/90 02/15/90

Organization.

2) Consolidate existint_ contractor resources. 04/16/90 07/31/90_

3) _ Define responsibil. ties, duties and job 02/15/90 12/31/90
descriptions.

4) -Fest job openings and recruit qualified staff 02/15/90 12/31/91
| to repir.cc contractors.

5) Develop and implement required technical 01/02/90 04/30/91 |
training programs.

6) Implement the permanent ANO Materials 01/02/90 12/31/91
*

organization.

7) Evaluation Measurements of Effectiveness. 02/28/90 09/30/90

(DET 2.1.3.4)

|

|
L

,
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1990 - 1994 BUSINr,S PLAN l

r''y 1

-( j PROJECT / ACTIVITY ',ANNING RECORD

__

j PROGRAM TITLE: E. Mate.ial Management <

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager, Materials

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 7. Inventory Control / Management Improvements

DESCRIPTION: Implement a warehousing and inventory management program to
enhance ability to comply with regulatory commitments and provide an
optimized inventory from both an economic and a plant service aspect.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Improve piece and replacenent part identification process,
b. Improve data processing and transfer capabilities,
c. Establish ideal inventory control processes,
d. Optimize warehouse inventory.

(' N ACTION PLAN SUMPARY:
START COMPLETION

' ACTION .DATE DATE

1) Define revise inventory control processes. 03/01/90 12/31/91 |
2) Update inventory information to support 09/01/90 12/31/91

revised process.
3) Establish _ stock control for disposition 09/01/90 12/31/91

of out-of-date stock and update existing
inventory to support plant needs.

4) Eval ation Measuremants of Effectivenaas. 02/28/90 09/30/90

.DET 2.1.3.4)

(''T
%),
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

_

3 PROGRAM TITLE: F. Regulatory Affairs

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Technical Support and Assessment

PRIORITY: liigh

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 4. Improve Integrity of Communicati. -

DESCRIPTION: Establish controls over correspondence with the NRC such
that thorough technical and editcrial reviews are conducted prior to
issuance and that subsequent reviewers have the benefit of knowing who has
previously reviewed the material and what their comments were. Reviewers
will be held accountable for the accuracy of the communication.

OBJECTIVES: Ensure that communications with NPC are accurate, complete,
responsive, and are submitted within the required time frame.

ACTION PLAN SUMMARY:
START COMPLETION

ACTION DAT.E DATE

1) Upgrade policies and procedures to ensure 03/05/90 05/30/90
information submitted to the NRC is complete

and accurate. (SALP IV.G.3.b.6)

2) Expand the licensing document research syrtem 11/30/89 02/28/9* |
to store all correspondence to and from the
NRC. (SALP IV.G.3.b.6)

3) Develop and implement policy for submitting
additional letters to the NRC on things we
complete or do well. Proactive communication. 03/05/90 05/30/90
(DET 2.1.1.3) (SALP 1Y.G. 3.b.6)

(DET 2.1.1.3)

(SALP IV.G.3.b.3 and IV.G.3.b.6)

O
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

O . _ _ _ _ .

PROGRAM TITLE: H. Training and Emergency Planning

PROGRAM LEAD: Genatal Manager Technical Support and Assessment

PRIORITY: High

PROJECT /ACTIVIT! TITLE: 1. Operations Training Upgrade

DESCRIPTION: The Operations Training Program will be upgraded by replacing
the outdated Posit 2on Task Analysis for the operators with a Job Task
Analysis (JTA) for each position and by creating an extensive JTA- based
exam bank for use in testing operators.

OBJECTIVES: The objective is ts bring the Operator Training Program up to
industry standards and assure cantinued reaccredi' *n of the Operator
Training Program and to improve operator exam (inia n and requal)
performance.

(dX ACTION PLAN:

START- COMPLETION
ACTION DATE DATE

1) Evaluate t raining resource requiremmts. 02/01/90 03/15/90
2) Complete Unit 2 Annual Exam Test Bank (Part 01/02/90 05/30/90

A,B.JPH and simulator scanarioc) and submit to
NRC.

3) Complete Unit 1 annual exam test bank and 03/15/90 06/01/91 |
submit to N.%.

4) Complete Unit 1 and Unit 2 Job 01/07/90 12/31/91
Analysis and upgrade lesson and simulator
instructional material.

, 5) Provide operators operability determination 02/01/90 12/31/90
! training. During this training, including

Control Room Simulator, the SS/SRO are given
a scenario in which an operebility determina
tion must be mede, and the basis for the

,

determination is discussed.

(DET 2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.13, and 2.1.4.6)

|

O.
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD
,

PROGRAM TITLE: H. Training and Emergency Planning
,

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Technical Support and Assessment

PRIORITY: liigh

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 3. System Engineering Training,

DESCRIPTION: 2stablish a System Engineering Training Program to train the
System Engineers.

OBJECTIVE.S : Implement r. System Engineer 11g Training Program to support
implementation raf the System Engineering Program at ANO.

O ACTION PLAN:

STARP' COMPLETION
ACTION DATE DATE

-

1) Identify immediate needs and devslop a 03/01/90 06/30/91 |
training program for System ingi ieering.

(UET 2.1.5.2)

_

D

'

O
,
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

O~
PROGRAM TITLE: I. Technical Support

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations
PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 1.d Chemistry - Post Accident Sampling System

DESCRIPTION: To improve the quality of indi'vidual components within the
PASS system to enhance the overall reliability of the system.

OBJECTIVES;

a. Improve material reliability of PASS components,
b. Decrease number of reportable occurrences.

() ACTION PLAN:
START COMPLETION

' A972 DAIE DATE

1) Complete study of PASS components. 02/01/90 06/30/90
2) Initiate actions. 07/01/90 10/31/90
3) Purchase recommended new equipment. 05/01/91 10/01/91
4) Implement new changes. 07/03/91 01/28/92
5) Evaluate ef fectiveness of new system. 01/01/92 04/30/92'

.

hv
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

l' \ PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD
d. -

PROGRAM TITLE: I. Technical Support
PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations
PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 1.e Chemistry - Monitoring Equipment Upgrade
(Both Units),

DESCRIPTION: To improve analytical capabilities to allow the department
to meet the increasing requirements to detect lower levels of contaminates,
while increasing the number of analysis required.

OBJECTIVES:

a. To batter quantify materials transported to the steam generators,
b. Achieve lower limits of detection in the lab.
c. Provide capabilities to increase analytical output,
d. Implement additional testing capabilities,

i
\s /

.

ACTION PI,AN.
START COMPLETION

ACTION DAIE DATE

1)- Develop program for evaluation of chemistry 07/01/90 11/01/90
lab equipment.

2) Corrosion Product Samplers installed. 06/01/90 03/30/91 |
3) Evaluate monitoring equipment for air 10/01/91 03/01/92

in-leakage detection.

/"'s

O

I-5 12/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN
''N PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORDjb

PROGRAM TITLE: I. Technical Support
PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations
PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 1.g Chemistry - On-line Monitoring (Unit 2)

'
DESCRIPTION: To provide quick identification of chemistry trends which
would have adverse affects on system components. Also, to provide
historical documentation of trends.

OBJECTIVES:

a.- Provide improved continuous monitoring of important chemistry
parameters,

b. Minimize out of specification conditions-secondary,
c. Provide historical data trends,

d. Minimize impurities ingress into the systems.

)
(G

,

A TION PLAN:
START COMPLETION

ACTION DAIE DATE

1) Install purchased in-line analyzers. 06/01/90 08/01/90
2) Evaluation of data acquisition systems 08/01/90 12/01/90 |

for sample rooms.,
3)- Evaluate addition of on-line analyzers to 12/15/90 02/01/91

primary.
4) Install in-line analyzers to condensate 01/01/91 06/01/91

makeup systems.
| 5) Installation of data acquisition systems 05/15/91 10/01/91

for sample rooms, if deemed necessary
|:

by evaluation.
1

|

?
\s
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

['''n PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD
\s_/

PROGRAM TITLE: Technical Support
PROGRAM LEAD: birector Nuclear Operations
PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 1.h Chemistry - Condensers (both units)

DESCRIPTION: To minimize transport of chemical contaminants to the steam
generators and to provide adequata protection to the circulating water
systems.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Minimize degradation of the condenser tubes.
b. Prolong life of circulating water equipment.

O
~ ACTION PI,AN:

START COMPLETION

AGllRH ..DATE DA'TE

1) Install equipment to prolong tube life 02/15/91 05/01/91 |
for Unit I condenser.

2) Evaluate adequacy for cathodic protection 02/55/91 05/01/91
both units.

:

|

l

|

I-8 12/31/90
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i 1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: 1. Technical Support

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations
PRIORITY: Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 1.k Chemistry - Chemical Control (Bulk Chemicals
OC)

DESCRIPTION: Improve the efficiency of plant systems through the effective
use of chemical controls, while minimizing the cost of operation.

OBJECTIVES:

a. Improve effectiveness of chemical control of circulating water
systems - Unit 2.

b. Reduce cost of operating plant through savings in bulk chemical
purchases,

c. Improve eftectiveness of biological controls,
d. Minimize impurity ingress into the systems,
c. Reduce maintenance by deleting requirements for heat tracing

of Boric Acid Addition piping.

A I A"
START COMPLETION

ACTION DATE DATE

(Corplete)
1) Evai te cooling tower chemicals. 02/01/90 03/01/90
2) Sube.t new chemical usage plan for EPA 06/01/90 07/01/90

approval.
3) Permanent Morpholine Injection 11/05/90 02/01/91 |

System Evaluation
4) Implement new biocide program. 12/01/90 02/01/91

6) Evaluate usage of enriched oric acid. 02/01/91 07/01/91
7) Evaluate use of Lithiated Resin in the 10/01/90 02/01/91

primary system.

O
I-11 10/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD'

PROGRAM TITLE: 1. Technical Support

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations |

PRIORITY:' Low

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 2.a Health Physics - Radiation Exposure -i

Management ,

DESCR;PTION: Implement a radiation dose management system capable of
providing real-time control of' occupational dose. -The' system must be fast
enough to not-impact RCA entry and exit time. It must verify all regulatory
and RWP-requirements for each individual-entry. It must maintain dosimetry
records and_ generate reports as deemed necessary. It must be reliable and'
capable of error recovery with minimal impact on data integrity.

OBJECTIVES: At the=end of the. project, a-system will be in place-which -l

/ has been validated and verified to provide real-time access control assuring
compliance with regulations-and administrative controls. =The rystem will
serve as a tobl~in the management of occupational radiation exposure by

< - providing meaningful access to-its data.

.

' ^ " ^"'
START COMPLETION

ACIICi DAIE DATE
,.

1) Perform _ study to identify scope of REM upgrade: 03/01/90 08/10/90 f
A)~ Speed of real_ time access.<

B) -Enhance _RWP writing and-survey tracking.
C) Increase, user access to system.-

3

2) Identify what 1:EM upgrades are feasible to 06/01/90 _09/01/90_
~

implement by 01/01/92.
' 3) Develop updated functional technical 05/01/90 07/01/90

specification.

~ 4) Select vendor and finalize contract. 08/01/90 03/01/91 -|
-.5) Complete system-installation. 01/02/91 01/15/92

(SALP IV.B.3.b.3)
_.

I

I-13 12/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: I. Technical Support

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 2.b Health Physics - Radioactive Waste

DESCRIPTION: It is the goal of the radwaste group to continue the
implementation of new techniques in volume re uction to maintain radwasted

volumes generated (buried) to less than 125m*/ unit / year through 1992.

m

OBJECTIVES:

a. Repair of ventilation system to make trash compactor operable,
b. Monitor and maintain an aggressive volume reduction program (i.e.,

trash segregation, waste decontamination, waste packaging, etc.)
to reduce final volumes of radioactive waste requiring disposal,

c.. Switch to incinerable materials inside controlled areas.
d. Improved material release facility.
c. Continue efforts to reduce unnecessary materials from entering

RCA's contaminated areas.Ob) Evaluate the feasibility of constructing and operating on-sitef.

laundry facility.

ACTION MAN:
START COMPLET10N

ACTION DATE DAT L __

1) Feasibility study for on-site laundry. 03/01/90 09/30/90
Provide schedule for the following:

Proposal for purchase of anti-C-

clothing.
Purchase Anti-C clothing.-

On-site laundry complete including-

staffing.

2) Complete DCP 88-2104 for box compactor 01/01/90 03/31/91 |
operations.

3) Switch to incinerable materials. 03/30/90 12/31/92

1

1-14 12/31/90
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITI.E: I. Technical Support

PROGRAM LEAD: Director Nuclear Operations

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 2.e Health Physics - Facilities and Equipment

DESCRIPTION: Redesign CA-1/CA-2/ Count Room to optimize the efficient and
effective use of all available space. The optimization shall provide
positive control of the release of radioactive material and provide for
streamlined use of HP/ Dosimetry facilities.

,

OBJECTIVES: When this project is complete, CA-1 and CA-2 will be arranged
such that only those fu;.ctions essential to day-to-day operation will be
located there. The count room will be located and designed to support both
instrument / respirator issue and radioactive sample analysis. Sufficient
numbers of the proper types of survey instruments will be available to
support routino operations and outages as well as non-routine analytical tasks.
Offices presently located in the area will be moved to other locations where
they do not a cupy space critically needed to support CA-1/CA-2/ Count Room

(A)
functions.,

:

|
v

A TION MAN: START COMPLETION

Ell 0h DME DATE

1) Evaluate CA-1/CA-2/ Count Room Traffic Patterns. 05/01/90 09/01/90
2) Evaluate analytical instrumentation needs. 03/01/90 05/01/90
3) Evaluate survey instrumnntation needs. 03/15/90 05/01/90
4) Obtain new analytical / survey equipment. 05/20/90 11/30/90
5) Evaluate relocation of office space and 06/20/90 01/01/91

countroom currently at CA-1/CA-2.
6) Submit proposed facility change for egress 04/01/90 06/01/90

from Primary and Secondary guard house.
7) Submit proposed facility change for ingress 04/01/90 06/01/90

to Primary and Secondary guard house.
j

! 8) Subelt proposed facility change for CA-1 04/01/90 06/01/90
9) Submit proposed facility change for CA-2 04/01/90 06/01/90
10) Submit proposed facility change for CA-3 04/01/90 06/01/90

(Unit i equipment hatch).
11) Submit proposed facility change for CA-4 04/01/90 06/01/90

(Unit 2 equipment hatch).
12) Submit proposed change for Respiratory 09/01/90 11/01/90

Protection facility. ,

13) Evaluate instrumentation needs for free 08/30/90 10/30/90
release of equipment at controlled
accesses.

I-17 12/31/90
|
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN, , , .
? ) PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING KECORD

g. - ?
_p )x

PROGRAM TITLE: J. Administrative Support"

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Nuclear Support

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 2. Enhance Administrative Support

DESCRIPTION: Remove administrative / clerical burdens from supervisory /
management personnel by examining programs in effect that may be causing
additional burden.

OBJECTIVES: Ensure the administrative support resources are utilized such
that administrative burden on line management is minimized while productivity
is enhanced.

ACTION PLAN: Analyze areas where changes in current support could increase
the efficiency and everyday operation of supervisors and managers. These
areas include:

START COMPLETION

ACTION DATE DATE
rn
kjk 1) Mail Services - Evaluate distribution need 09/01/90 12/31/90

, and the most effective methods of providing
mall services to all areas of ANO.

2) Documer.t Contro'l - Evaluate needs to place 02/01/91 06/30/91
documents in the areas of use. Evaluate
the method to more efficiently control

'and track technical documents and plant
procedures .

3). Word Processing - Evaluate need to place 08/01/90 12/13/90
word processing personnel in the areas
for production typing needs instead of

,

in one central area (now Sth floor).
Evaluate needs for desktop publishing,
including training and other PC sof tware.

4) Copy / Printing useds - Fialuate needs for 07/01/90 12/30/90
copying and printir.g services to establish
whether manned copy centers should be
utilized for. ANO copying and printing
requirener.t s .

5) Ensure the administrative support needs 05/01/90 02/15/91 |
are adequately addressed in the Master
Site Plan (e.g., records vault, records
management computer facility, etc.).
[See D.8-2]

,

"
~[ .

~s

,
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN
,

PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

PROGRAM TITLE: J. tiministrative Support-
PROGRAM LEAD: Direv.or Corporate Services

(Manager ANO Information Services)

PRIORITY: Medium

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 3. Enhance Information Systems Support
._

DESCRIPTION: Provide enhanced ANO Information Systems Support consistent ;
with the goals and objectives set forth in the Business Plan and the IS
Strategic Plan. t

___

OBJECTIVES:

a. Impicment strategic systems on a limited set of hardware platforms
(IBM and Digital). Adopt an applications development methodology
which. facilitates migration of applications to multiple processing
tiers.

b. Assure common data is shared.. data integrity can be maintained and
duplicata applications are minimized.

.c. Provide an on-going computer training program for IS support staff and
end users to obtain-maximum benefits from information systems.

d. Assure the IS Strategic Plan is integrated with the Business Plan anduf se

j\ j' communicated to IS users and management.''

e. Ensurn that telecommunications activities are closely tied to IS.
f. The IS support organization must h6ve appropriate staff and authority

to ensure proper implementation of directives from the Strategic IS
Plan.

ACTIOR PLAN:
START COMPLETION

ACILOB DME - DATE ,,_

;1) Develop ANO Information Systems Plan. . 04/01/90 12/31/90
12) Identify and prioritir.e supporting projects 08/15/90 12/31/90 |

and tasks, such as:
'- - SIMS Enhancements.

Tanden Study Project.-

- Action _ Tracking Consolidation.
MMIS~ Phase II.-

AS400/ Word Processing.-

- EMAIL.
-- DCIMS.

Accounts Payable.--

ilme Reporting System.-

- ' Performance Indicators..

NPRDS Uplcads, etc.--

3) . Develop appropriate measurements of 07/01/90 12/31/90
E J'" effectiveness for IS activities.

6
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1990 - 1994 BUSINESS PLAN |
; PROJECT / ACTIVITY PLANNING RECORD

I
l

PROGRAM TITLE: J. Administrative Suppor+

PROGRAM LEAD: General Manager Nuclear Support |
PRIORITY: Low

'

PROJECT / ACTIVITY TITLE: 4. Clerical Support Study

DESCRIPTION: Conduct a study of clerical support for ANO to identify the
most effective means of meeting the clerical needs for all site personnel.

OBJECTIVES: Improve the effectiveness of the organization by ensuring the
proper clerical support is provided to each area and eliminate the long-term
use of contract clerical help in areas needing permanent clerical support.

A ION N
START COMPLETION

ACTION DAIE DATE
.

(d 1) Staff Contract Clerical Support Supervisor 01/01/90 Complete
position in Office Services.

2) Identify needs surveys throughout the 05/01/90 01/31/91 |
organization.

3) Review non-clerical staffing and recommend 10/15/90 01/31/91 |
clerical staffing levels and locations
based on the needs surveys.

4) Obtain appropriate reviews and approvals and 11/15/90 01/31/91 |
adjust clerical staffing as approved.

S) Provide method for continued monitoring and 09/15/90 01/31/91 |
adjustment of clerical staf fing levels.

:

J-4 10/31/90
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OVERALL BUSINESS PLAN SUMMARY
(as of February 1,1991)

:
-_

Total Total
in Scheduled For ' Total

Business plan Completion Completed
;

Business Plan Projects (eg., A.01 K.07) 140 39 41

Project Action Items (eg., A.01.1 K.07.4) 1008 643 638
'
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